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Crystal Structure of Butyric Acid* 

By Frederick J. Strie6eañd David H Templeton 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory and Department of Chemistry 

University of California, Berkeley, California, U.S.A. 

According to single-crystal three-dimensional 

X-ray data, n-butyric acid crystals at -3 C 

are monoclinic with a = 8.01 ± 0.08 A, b = 6.82 

± 0.02 A, C = l0.1 	0.03 A, 	= 1110 27' ± 15 1 . 

With 4 molecules per unit cell, the calculated 

density is 1.135 g cm 3 : This structure exits 

from the melting point down to about -55
0  where 

it changes to a second phase of unknown structure. 

The structure is describd in space group c,2/rn. 

The molecules occur as dimers with the oxygen and 

carbon atoms ia the mirror plane, but with large 

amplitudes for out-of-plane vibrations. A structure 

in space group C2 is not ruled out by the calculations, 

but is considered less likely than the structure in 

C2/m. The bond distances, after corrections of 

up to 0.03 A for thermal motion, are C-0 = 1.22 

and 1.35 A, C-C = 1.54, 1.53 and 1.53  A (in order 

from carboxyl to methyl), each ±0.02 A. The hydrogen 

bond length is 2.62 A. 

*Work done under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

+Present address 	Texas Instruments Inc., P.O:. Box 5471I, Dallas, Texas 
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Introduction 

The structure of crystals of n-butyric acid (CH 3CH2CH2COOH) 

has been studied by X-ray diffraction as a sequel to the work on 

propionic acid (Strieter and Templeton, 196X). Butyric acid melts 

at - 565
0

C (Timmermans, 1950). Preliminary experiments indicated 

a phase change in the vicinity of -55
0

. We have not investigated 

the structure of the low form because the crystal was always twinned 

or fragmented. This paper reports the structure of the high form, 

determined at a temperature of -430 . Scheuermañ and Sass (19 60), 

before learning of our work, obtained similar results for the unit 

cell and probable space groups. 

Experimental Procedure 

A small quantity of n-butyriO acid was sealed in a glass 

capillary 0.3 mm in diameter and mounted in the same Weissenberg 

camera that was used in the study of propionic acid (strieter and 

Templeton, 196X). The melting point of this sample was observed as 

-7
0

. The discrepancy with the literature value of -5.5 0 .may not 

be significant, because a very slow rate of cooling gas flow was 

used at this temperature, and the thermocouple may not have been 

at the same temperature as the sample. 

A single crystal was grown in the usual manner. Rotation and 

Weissenberg patterns were taken with CuKa radiation and with rotation 

about the a axis. The temperature was -3 ± 2 °  C. The unit cell 

dimensions were determined, from 'a calibrated zero-layer Weissenberg 

photograph and üncalibrated rotation and higher-layer patterns. The 
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zero-layer photogrh was not calibrated directly with a quartz pattern, 

but with the rotation •pattern of ttéthutyric acid sample at -195. 

It had been hoped that information could be gathered about the 

low-temperature form, and it was impossible to preserve the crystal 

and still make a quartz calibration. The low-temperature zero-

layer Weissenberg photograph was in turn calibrated with a zero-

layer strip of the rotation pattern of quartz (a = 1i-.913 X). The 

monoclinic angle P was determined by the method of, angular lag. 

The inet;s of various reflections were estimated visually 

on multiple-film Weissenberg patterns (h =0 to h 6) by comparison 

with .a standard film strip on which the same reflection was exposed 

for various times. All of these films were "Ilford Industrial G". 

These observations included 353 independent reflections plus 84 

others which were recorded as too weak to be observed. Nb correcbion 

for absorption was deemed necessary since hr was estimated as less 

than 0.15. 

The scale factor for each value of h was adjusted as a variable 

in the isotropic least-squares refinements. Later this scaling was 

modified as described below to make it consistent with intensities 

observed on the rotation pattern, which extended only to the third 

layer. 

Unit Cell and Space Group 

The monoclinic unit c 

a= 8.01 ± 0.08 A 	b 

Scheuerman and Sass (1960) 

a=8..08±O,02A 	b 

eli dimensions at 

= 6.82 ± 0.02 A 

= 1110 27' ± 15' 

found the values 

= 6.83 ± 0.02 A 

0 L43 are: 

c = i0.1 ± 0.03 

(at - 30° ): 

= 10.10 ± 0.02 A 
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= 111 9t ± 12' 	 - 

The discrepancies are reasonable considering the accuracy which is 

claimed. With, four molecules per unit cell, the density calculated 

from our dath is 1.135  g cm 3 . The density at -12
0 
 is reported to 

be 1.0875 g cm 3  (Rozental, 1936). 

The Laue 'synmetry, 2/1, and the systematic absences correspond 

to a C-centered -monoclinic 'lattice. The probable space groups 

are C2/21  'C2,'and Cm.' A satisfactory refinement was carried out 

'with the assumption of C2/2 with each atom ('except some of the 

hydrogen atoms) in the special positions on the miiio ie: 

(i):.±.(c,0, z) . * C. 

As described in more detail later:, it is difficult to rule out 

a structure in space groüpC2 with atoms displaced very slightly 

from y =0. However, we report space group C2/rn as the most 

plausible.inte±pretation of the data. 	' 

Determination of the Struäture 

A three-dimensional Patters.oi" 'functt'on shoed:that' th heavy 

atoms must lie in or near the planes y = 0 andy = 1/2. The same 

conclusion follows from the observation that the in' ensities, 

apart from the usual angular dependence and the extinction rule, 

are notvy dependent on k for a given h and 1. The assumption 

of ,a dimer, like that of propionic acid, situated in the mirror 

plane of 'group C2/2 led to a trial structure which was consistent 

with the Patterson function and which had coordinates which differed 

by less than 0.02 from our final values for carbon and oxygen atoms. 
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The structure was refined by the method of least squares with 

the IBN-650 computer using the nearly-diagonal program "LS-IIII  

(Senko, 1957). Reflections were weighted as In the last cycles of 

choline chloride (Senko and Templeton, 1960). The atomic scattering 

factors of Roerni and Thers (195 4) for carbon and oxygen were used 

in all calculations. In this program, individual isotropic temper-

ature factors are used. 

After many cycles, the conventionalunre3jbjlity factor R.was 

reduced to 0J6, but the bond distances were unsatisfactory. 

Addition of hydrogen atoms at assumed positions, with further 

refineiient, reduced R to 0.128. An additonal cycle, with hydrogen 

	

atoms omitted, gave R = 0.159. 	- 

For this structure, C—C bond lengths were 1.48, 1.52, and 

1.49 A, and C-0 Bond lengths were 1.19 and 1.311. A. We were 

dissatisfied with these results. 

A three-dimensional difference synthesis showed positive 

peaks in positions indicating large thermal vibration perpendicular 

to the mirror plane, or alternatively, small displacements of atoms 

from this plane. Earlier, attempts had been made to refine the 

structure in space group C2, with atoms slightly displaced from 

the plane. If the atoms are all nearly in the plane, then each 

IF i/ is nearly zero, and the program fails to operate properly. 

If larger displacements are made, the program shifts atoms back 

toward the mirror plane. 

At this point in the work, the IBlvl-704 computer became available 

to us, and a refinement with anisotropic temperature factors was 

undertaken with the Busing, and Levy (1959) program, using only the 
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observed reflections. Hydrogen atoms were omitted'. The scale 

factors for thelayers were taken from the isotropic refinement. 

Afterfive cycles; shifts were negligible and Rwas 0.127. The 

final calculated structure factors are compared with the observed 

structure factors in table 1. The final atomic coordinates and 

temperature parameters are given in Tables 2 and 3. 

Discussion of the Thermal Motion and 'Structure 

The anisotropic temperature factor of each atom in the mirror 

	

plane is of the form exp ( 11h 2 	 The correct 22 33 

evaluation of the thermal parameters .. obviously requires proper 

scaling of the data. By observations from the rotation pattern, it 

was concluded that the data of Table 1 would be more correct if 

each observed structure factor were multiplied by the factor eçp 

(0.0085 h2 ). If this is done, then 0.0085 must be subtracted from 

each P in Table 3. Because the layers above the third were not 
11 

recorded on the rotation photograph, the accuracy of this correction 

is very poor. The aOcuracy of the P 
13 
 values is also doubtful, 

but the values obtained are plausible. To facilitate the discus-

sion of these parameters, the temperature factors B in the xpres-

sion exp (-Bsin2  0/c2 ) for the'principl axes Of thermal motion 

are listed in Table 4. The directions of the principal axes in the 

ac plane are determined poorly, but for most of the atoms the larger 

motion in this plane Is approximately transverse to the skeleton of 

the molecule. 

In spiteof the uncertainty concerning the details of the 

thermal analysis, it is clear that there is considerable  
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displacement of the atoms from the mirror plane. This d±splacement 

i measured. by p 2' which like 	is relatively independent of 

the doubtful scale factors. The largest P 
2' 
 that of atom C, 

corresponds to a root mean square displacement of 0.39 A. In 

propioni acid (Strieter and Templeton, 196x) the terminal carbon 

atom is 0.28 A out of the plane of the rest of the skeleton. We 

suggest that in the butyric acid crystal the molecules tend to be 

similarly non-planar, but that the distortions are randomly up and 

down and that a particular molecule vibrates from one configuration 

to the other. Even the largest r.m.s. amplitude is not greatly 

different from the amplitudes of the in-plane vibrations, whose 

average is about 0.28 A. This fact makes us consider it unlikely 

that the molecules could have an ordered structure in space group C2 

at this temperature. A proper analysis of our suggested structure 

would require consideration of the effect of the assumed double 

minimum of the vibration potential on the mathematical form of the 

temperature factor. To rule out space group C2 by the diffraction 

data (if it could be done) would require further calculation, for 

example by least squares with cOnsideration of the terms in 

Circumstances do not permit us to undertake such cal-

culations at this time, and they probably are not justified without 

more reliable scaling of the data. 

This dynamic disorder could not persist at a low temperature. 	- 

The phase change at _550 
goes to another structure which we suggest . 

contains nonplanar molecules in a less symmetrical environment. 

The large thermal motion tends tomake the observed bond lengths 

shorter than the true values. The correction requires assumptions 
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concerning the details of the thermal motion, but must include a 

term of the order of ! (B. -B.) 116i 2d, where B. and B. are the 
——.1 i_._ 

temperature factors for the b-axi direction forthe two atoms and 

d is the bond distance. With the most optimistic assumptions, the 

in-plane vibrations are unimportant, and tie correction ranges from 

0.012 to 0.027 A for the various bonds in the molecule. The 

observed bond lengths are compared with the corrected values in 

Table 5. Other kinds of assumptions give larger corrections and 

unreasonably long bond distances. 

The arrangement of the molecules in the unit cell is shown 

in Fig. 1, where broken lines represent the hydrogen bonds which 

connect the molecules of each dimer. The  observed molecular 

dimensions are shown. in Fig. 2. Standard deviations are 0.02 A or 

- 	 less for bond distance,s and about 10  for bond angles. In these 

estimates no consideration is given to systematic errors such as 

the effects of the thermal motion. The inaccuracy of the cell 

dimensIons makes a considerable contribution to these errors. 

The molecular shape is very analogous to that of propionic 

acid (Strieter and Templeton, 196x). The bond distances were shorter 

than expected before correction for thermal motion, but are quite 

normal when corrected. 

We thank Dr. I. Olovsson for his help with the low-temperature 

apparatus and Mrs. H. W. Ruben,: Dr. R. P. Dodge, Dr. G. L. Hardgrove 

- and Dr. Q. C. Johnson for assistance in the calculations. We are 

indebted to Dr. D.W.J. Cruickshank for a remark concerning rotation 

of sulfate groups at just the right time to make us. realize the 

importance of the motion correction in this problem. 
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Table 2. Atomic Coordinates and standard deviations. 

Atom x y z a(x) (z) 

Oxygen 1 0.2359 0 0.0379 o.0006 o.000'i 

Oxygen 2 0.9987 0 0.8382  o.0006 o.000. 

Carbon 3 0.1582 0 0.8986 0.0010 0.0006 

Carbon 4 0.2932 0 O.828 0.0010 0.0007 

Carbon 5 0.2072 0 O.667 0.0013 0.0008 

Carbon 6 0.34-71 0 0.5968 0.0012 0.0008 

• Table 3. 	Anisotropic temperature parameters 

Atom Pil :22 
• 	

• 	 33 13 

Oxygen 1 0.033 0.0595 0.0150 0.0061 

Oxygen 2 0.0310 0.O470 0.0159 0.0089 

Carbon 3 0.0303 0.0298 0.0183 0.0095 

Carbon 1 0.0361 o.o 1 66 0.0182 0.0091 

Carbon 5 O.0426 0.0651 0.0190 0.0135 

Carbon 6 0.O423 0.0501 0.0236 0.0189 
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Table -I.. Principal temperature factors. 

Atom B, A2 Anglea 

(b axis) (ac plane) 

Oxygen 1 11.1 6.0, 5.o 

Oxygen 2 8.7 5.919 4 .3 1300 

Carbon 3 5.5 6.6, 4.2 1200 

Carbon 4 8-7 6.8, 56 iO°  

Carbon 5 '12.1 8.1, 5.4 155 °  

Carbon 6 9.3 9.9, 4 .1 lO°  

agle between c axis: and direction of smallest motion, 

with ahgle to a axis acute. 
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Table 5. Bond distances as observed and after 

correction for thermal motion 

Bond 	 Observed length 	 Corrected length 

01 -C 3 	 1.32 A 	 135 A 

02 -C 3 	 1.20 	 1.22 

C 3 -C ) 	 1.52 

C 4 C 5 	 1.51 	 1.53 

C 5 -C6 	 1.52 	 1.53 

O1 -H ... 02 	 - 	2.62 	 2.62 

I- 
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1 
0 	5 	IOA 

I 	i 	I 	i 	i 	I 

MU - 2 3 7 8 6 

Fig. 1. Crystal structure of 1utyric acid projected along [010]. 
The parallelogram indicates one unit cell. The heavy lines 
represent molecules at y = 0; the lighter ones, molecules 
at y  =1/2. Brokeh lines represent hydrogen IDonds. 

I 
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152 

Fig. 2. Observed molecular dimensions, before correction for 
thermal motion. All atoms shown are in the same mirror plane. 
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